ADHESIVE REMOVER

Cleaning Wipes

- Ideal for Solvent-Based, Advanced Polymer and Urethane Adhesives
- Can be Used on Flooring Surfaces During & After Installation
- For Best Results, Use Within 24 Hours of Adhesive Application

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
- Easy-to-Use Wipes
- Removes Many Adhesive Types
- Pre-Soaked
- Powerful Formula
- 60 Wipes

ORDERING INFORMATION
- 60 Wipe Container / 6 Units Per Package
- 4.6 lbs. / 120 Per Pallet
- Product Code: 16300

Titebond Adhesive Remover Cleaning Wipes are formulated to remove a variety of adhesive and sealant technologies including solvent-based, advanced polymer, urethane, water-based and polyvinyl acetate (PVA) adhesives. The wipes can be used for clean up on a variety of different surfaces and applications, including most pre-finished (non-waxed) flooring surfaces and tools. It is important to use Titebond Adhesive Remover Cleaning Wipes while you work and within 24 hours of adhesive application.

NOTE: Wipes perform best when the adhesive is still in the wet state.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
• Flashpoint: 94 °C (200 °F)
• Calculated VOC: 14 g/L
• Color: None to Amber
• Odor: Mild musty odor

DIRECTIONS (Always follow product label instructions for best results.)
For use as a urethane release agent:
Wipe finished surface (top) of boards with Titebond Adhesive Remover wipes prior to spreading urethane glues to ensure easy clean-up of urethane adhesives on finished wood floors.
Be sure to thoroughly wash the newly installed floor once installation is complete to remove remaining adhesive remover. CAUTION: Floor will be extremely slippery with remover residue on the wood surface.

For general adhesive removal:
1. Pull off container cover and remove and discard seal. From the center of the roll, pull up a corner of a wipe, twist to a point and thread through the hole in the underside of the cover. Replace cover tightly. Pull towel through dispensing hole and tear at perforation. Close snap-down lid to keep towels from drying out when not in use.
2. Rub area of floor that has wet or cured adhesive with a cleaning wipe in a slow circular manner. See “USER TIPS” for more information.
3. If adhesive has cured for more than 48 hours, lay a towel over the cured adhesive and let stand for approximately five minutes. Wipe area clean with a fresh towel to remove excess adhesive and repeat.
4. Once you have cleaned the affected area with a cleaning wipe, wipe the area with a clean, water-dampened cloth to remove any remaining remover.
NOTE: If you are cleaning a floor surface, clean the affected area with a cleaning wipe; wipe the area with a clean cloth and a pre-finished floor cleaner to completely remove any oily residue and to prevent slipping.

USER TIPS
Be sure NOT to scrub the surface too aggressively as this will change the look of the finish, particularly with floors. Do NOT allow excess remover to drop between floor boards. Close cap when wipes are not in use. Store this product in a clean, dry area. For additional questions or recommendations, please contact Technical Service at 1.800.347.4583 or visit us at Titebond.com.

WARNING: Causes skin and serious eye irritation. Wear protective gloves, clothing and eye or face protection. Wash thoroughly after handling. FIRST AID: IF ON SKIN: Wash with plenty of soap and water. IF SKIN IRRITATION OCCURS: Get medical advice or attention. Take off contaminated clothing and wash before reuse. IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously with water for several minutes. Remove any contact lenses and continue rinsing. IF EYE IRRITATION PERSISTS: Get medical attention. Dispose of contents and container in accordance with all local, regional, national and international regulations. For additional information, refer to Safety Data Sheet.